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I. INTRODUCTION 
Up to a very recent time, it has been difficult or impossible to 
perform exact analyses of any realistic field problem in soil mechanics 
or soil engineering even when a linearly elastic behavior was assumed for 
the soil involved. As a consequence, analyses in soil mechanics have been 
restricted to extremely idealized physical situations including linearly 
e lastic behavior (uniform loads or rigid footings at the surface of semi-
infinite elastic continua, for example ) or to problems of plastic equilibrium. 
The latter also include greatly simplified geometries and an idealized 
material behavior. In part, because of these mathematical difficulties, 
little attention has been paid in soil mechanics to the deformatio:':lal pt"o-
p~rties o£ soil other than at failure, or for the P'~rpo se of getting equivalent 
e lastic moduli. 
However, the development of finite or discrete element calculational 
techniques, along with the availability of large digital computers has enabled 
useful answers to be obtained to a range of practical structural problems 
in the last few years. So far, these developments have been mostly employed 
in the analysis of metal structures 1• 2 • 3 · 4 for which the assumption of linear 
1 J. L. Swedlow and W. H. Yang. "Stiffness Analysis of Elasto -Plastic Plates, 11 
GALCIT SM65 -10, January, 1966, Fire stone Flight Sciences Labot"atory, 
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. 
2J. H. Argyris, "Elasto-Plastic Malrix Displacement Analysis of Three-
Dimensional Continua, II J. Roy. Aeronautical s_~· J Vol. 69, Sept. 1965, 
pp. 633-636. 
3R. W. Clough, "The Finite Element Method in Plane Stress Analysis, 11 
Proceedings, ASCE, 2nd Conference on Electronic Computation, Pittsburgh, 
Pa., September, 1960. 
4 c. W. McCormick, "Plane Stress Analysis, 11 J~rnal of the Structural 
Division, ASCE, Vol. 89, August 196 3, pp. 37 -54. 
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elasticity may represent a reasonable approximation to the real material 
behavior. 
Whe n it comes to 3.pplying these nume rical techniques to problems 
of soil stressing and deformation, it seems highly d esirable to utiliz e the 
fl exibility of the calculational method to the full by including as realistic a 
material behavior as possible . This is particularly important since the 
n ::mlinearities of soil stress-strain behavior have long b een recognize d, 
although the knowledge has not b een systematized. A review of the litera-
ture of soil mechanics affords little guidance in the matter of selecting either 
linear or no:1linear soil characteristics for use in a given problem. It 
therefore appears that, for the first time, our ability to make calculations 
in soil mechanics is outstripping our knowledge of the material prope rties to 
be included in the analysis. 
For this reason, a program of examining in detail the stress -strain 
behavior of one granular soil (Ottawa sand) under as homogeneous stress 
conditions as co·.1ld be achieved was initiated several years ago. The studies 
which were made have clarified ::mr unde rstanding of the behavior of this 
mater~al up to and including yield5 ' 6 • 7 , but have yet to be generalized to 
other soils. 
5H. Y. Ko and R . F . Scott, "A New So).l Testing Apparatus, 11 Ge'otechnique, 
17, 40-57, ~arch, 1967. 
6H. Y . Ko and R . F. Scott, "Deformation of Sand in Hydrostatic Compression, 11 
Proceed~I2&~ ... ASCE, JournalS. ~ech. and Found. Div., S~3. ~ay, 1967, 
p. 137. 
7H. Y. Ko and R. F. Scott, "DeforrnaLio~ o.f Sand in Shear," Pr~~din~, ASCE, 
JournalS. Mech. and Found. Div., 1967. 
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In p3.rticular the nonlinear aspects of soil behavior were examined. 
The important effects, which must be included in any mathematical descrip-
tionofthe soil 1 s behavior, are: 
(a) nonlinear, but elastic, volume change with hydrostatic stress6 ; 
(b) nonlinear, partly elastic shearing deformatio:'.'ls under applied 
t.. . 7 s~1ear1ng stresses ; 
(c) the occurrence of volume changes d ·.1ring shearing at constant 
hydrostatic stress 7 . 
In addition, the homogeneous stress tests showed that yielding 7 occurred 
at much smaller strains (generally less than 2o/o principal axial strain) than 
are encountered in conventio:'.'lal. soil test apparatus, which subjects the soil 
to no:n...l,omogeneous stresses. It was apparent that the important nonlinear 
aspects of the soil 1 s behavior were developed at small strains, and, within 
the range of test conditions, were rate-independ·:!nt, so that it appeared 
valid to attempt to construct a s::nall- strain nonlinear elastic theory to 
represent the soil behavior. 
Because of the well-developed b:>dy of knowledge in the field o£ solid 
mechanics on nonlinear small-strain theory8 • 9 • 10, it was decided to make 
the first attempt at describing the ol;)served deformatio:'.1.3.l behavior ot the 
8 E . Sternberg, 11 Nonlinear Theory of Elasticity with Small Deformations, 11 
Tr~~- ASME, VoL 68, Part 2, 1946, pp. A53-A60. 
9 H. Kaud·erer, Nichtlineare Mechanik, Springer-Verlag, 1958. 
10R. J. Evans and K. S. Pister, Constitu!_ive E~atio~~or_~CJ.2-_:;_s_o{ 
Nonlinear Elastic So~ids, In~ . J. of Solids and Structures, Vol. 2, 
No.3, July 1966, pp. 427-446. 
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Ottawa sand at one void ratio by means of a constitutive law for an equivalent 
continuum. An alternative approach is, of course, to determine a rational 
model for the soil's behavior based on the mechanics of the in~eraction of 
the particles, and, in fact, s~.me success was obtained with this method in 
explaining the hydrostatic behavior of the material6 However, the extension 
to general deformational behavior is not easy, and the continuum approach 
was therefore tested first. 
As exp.l..ained in this report, a second-order nonlinear elastic 
constitutive law is established for a contim.1um, with the idea that the 
selection of ap.i.:>ropriate material constants will give rise to a model con-
tinuum whose macroscopic behavior will be closely similar to l:hat of the real 
soil. Because of the behavior of the real soil on unloading, its behavior is 
only simulated 0:.1 loadi ng paths. An attempt at constructing a constitutive 
law in this way is only worthwhile on ~he basis of s~il tests in which very 
nearly homogeneous stress and strain conditions have been achieved. In 
parallel with the development of the appropriate theory, the numerical 
analysis leading to the writing of a finite element computer program was 
undertaken to deal with field problems in a model nonlinear continllum of 
the desired properties. The material tests, nonlinear theory, model 
properties, and computer program were all finally coalesced in the solution 
of a sample problem. 
This total effort required the abilities of a group ~f investigators of 
diverse but overlapping interests; the interaction was a stimulating and 
edllcating experience . 
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II. FUNDAMENTAL FORMULATIONS 
In the following it is assumed that the soil material can be 
satisfactorily modeled by a continuum. The properties of the continuum 
are to be determined so its resp:mse is identical with the statistical 
response of the soil. No attempt is made to determine the de~ails of 
particle -to-particle action except at the statistical level predicted from 
the cont inuu..rn model. 
In the next section the basic field eq·.1atio!ls of CO:':ltinuum mechanics 
are reviewed. This is followed by a brief introduction to +;he constitutive 
equation theory of nonlinear elasticity. The conven~ion of continuum 
mechanics is followed whereby tensile stresses are positive, and com-
pressive negative. 
Employing the usual index notation, the Cartesian components 
in the coordinate directions x. oE the displacement vector field of the 
J 
co.ntinu 1m are denoted by 
u. = u. {x.) 
1 1 J i, j = 1, 2, 3 
u. 
l 
As po).nted o:1t in the introduction, attention will be d•"!voted to problems in 
I au. I which the gradient of the displacement vector is small, i.e. ox~ << 1 . 
J 
The deformation i.s then determined i.n terms of the strain tensor, compo:':lents 
of which (: ~ ij, are given in terms of the displacement field by the relations 
E 
ij 
1 I OU. 
= 2 ~a/ 
J 
au.). + _ _J 
ox. 
l 
( 1) 
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The components of the stress tensor are denoted ·:Jy T. . • 
.l.J 
As only static 
problems are to ~e considered the stress components must satisfy the 
equilibrium relations 
aT .. 
~ + F. ~ 0 ox. 1 
J 
where F. are the components of the known body fo rces. In addition, 
1 
{2) 
boundary conditions must be enforced. These will be taken to be either the 
prescription o£ the boundary displacements U. 
1 
u.(x.) ~ U.(x.) 
1 J 1 J 
x. on boundary 
J 
or surface tractions T. 
1 
T .. n . ~ T. 
lJ J 1 
x. on boundary, n. unit normal 
J J 
vector to b::mndary 
The chief characteristics :)£the so~l stress-strain relations have 
been summar lzed in the introduction. A constitutive law completely 
describing the entir e range o£ S:)il behavior would n ece ssarily have to be 
f h . l 11 o t e 1ncrementa type This approach will not be adopted here, but 
instead attention will be restricted co problems in which the applied loads 
(3a) 
(3b) 
are monotonically increasing. With this restriction a nonlinear deformation 
law may be successfully employed . 
The development of a deformation law might proceed in several 
ways. It s~ould be emphasized, though, that the final stress -strain 
---- --
~ 1R. Hill, The Mathematical Theo:t:Y.__?.i_~~~t2city, Oxford Press, 1950. 
2B. Budiansky, "A Reassessment of Deformation Theories of Plasticity, II 
Jo'~~~J-~-~A..Ee_lied Mechanics, Vol. 26, 1959, pp. 259-264. 
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relations must be true constitutive laws valid for all stress sta~es, subject 
only to the restrictions common to deformation laws 12. In the following 
th e aoil is modeled by a nonlinear elastic continuum. This does no~ imply 
that the soil is elastic b'..lt only that, when it is subjected to monotonically 
increasing load applications, the soil behaves just like a particular non-
linear elastic material. The differe.!'lce between the granular material 
and its n::>nlinear elastic model will on~y be revealed upon release of the 
applied loads. However, this aspect will not be considered at this time. 
Two fun:iamental methods of formulating nonlinear elas::ic stress-
13 
strain relations are due to Green and Cauchy respectively. These will be 
developed in parallel below for comparisc:>n purpc:>ses, sin:::e each approach 
has certain advantages. The meth::>d d1.1e to Green postulates the existence 
of a strain energy d ·ensity function W for the model con'.:inuum . To 
represent a material that is initially isc:>tropic and to satisfy requirements 
of objectivity, the strain e.!'lergy can be taken to be a function of any three 
independen~ strain invariants, 11 , 12 , b 
Here we define the invariants as follo.vs: 
l1 = E 11 
Iz 
l E E 
= 2 ij ij 
b 
1 E E: E 
= 3 i -t .. : j ji 
---------
13 A. C. Eringen, Nonlinea_::_!_!l~..9_!_y_of Co~tj._!!~ou~J:~:1edia, McGraw-Hill, 
19S2. 
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For an adiabatic process, conservation of energy requires that 
aw 
T .. =~ 
lJ lJ 
= aw 6 . . + aw E aw E E 
oi1 lJ ar2 ij + ob i t t j 
(4) 
where 6 . . is the Kronecker delta. This leads to the desired stress-strain 
lJ 
relation. 
In Cauchy's method it is simply postulated that the state o: stress 
is a function of the current state of strain 
For an isotropic material and a restricted class o£ functions, 
expanded to yield 
f .. may be 
lJ 
T = Ct. 5 + a E + a2 E i p E , J. + a3 E E E + • . • ij 0 ij 1 ij 'V 'V i {, tk kj 
where 
m = 1, 2, 3 · · · 
Utilizing the Cayley-Hamilton theorem 14 permits the reduction of (5) to 
where 
T .. 
lJ 
= 'oV 5 +\v. E ~ E E 
0 ij 1 ij + 2 i t t j 
are material coefficients to be determined. Note that Eq. (6) is the same 
general form as given by Eq. (4). 
(5) 
(6) 
The problem statement is now complete. For the given material and 
material coefficients, Eqs. (l), (2), and (4) or (6) must be solved subject 
14 W. Prager, Introduction to Mechanics of Continua, Ginn and Co., 1961. 
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to the boundary conditions, Eqs. (3). The solution leads to the stress and 
displacement fields in the model continuum which then must be interpreted 
in terms of the real granular material. 
III. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 
In this section special forms of the general constitutive laws are 
presented and their suitability for representing a granular material is 
discussed. In preparation for subsequent n.1merical work incremental 
stress-strain laws are deduced. Solutions for material tests are prese nted, 
and, using these test results, material constants are determined. Evalua-
tion of the prop-:>sed constitutive law is then made by comparing the derived 
stress - strain relations with the true material behavior. 
In the introduction some of the special characteristics of the stress-
strain relations for granular materials were pointed out. It is the p·.upose 
here to develop a simple stress-strain law that can at least qualitatively 
account for the three most important o~servations: nonlinear pressure-
volume change relation, nonlinear shear effect and the shear -dilatancy 
co•.1p ling. 
Possibly the simplest approach is to expand the unknown functions 
o£ the strain invariants in polynomials of the strains {or strain invariants) 
. . . . l 3(page 168) 15 
retalning only polynomial terms up to 3. c e rtain order . If 
in the final. stress -strain relation only terms in strain up to second power 
are retained, the relation is called a second order approximation. It is 
our purpose here to seek the lowest order approximation which will still 
15R. J . Evans, Constitutive Equations for a Class of Nonli~ear Elastic 
So1_ids, Report No. 65-5, Structures and Materials Research, Department 
of Civil Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, Jun~ l9S5. 
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represent adequately the observed behavior. Consequently, the second 
order approximation is examined. 
To illustrate this, we express the strain e nergy function W in 
terms of all powers of strain up to three: 
(7) 
where B 1 , B 2 , Ba, B4, Bs are material constants to be evaluated from 
''< 
suitable tests''. Substituting into Eq. (4) (Green's method ) yields the 
second order law 
T .. = ( 2B1I 1 + 3B2I~ + B3Iz) 0 .. + (B4 + B3I1 ) E .. + B sE. 9 E 9. lJ \ lJ lJ 1"" ""J ( 8) 
In a similar process applied to Cauchy's approach, Eq. (6) can be 
expanded to yield the second order law 
( 9) 
where again cl to c6 are constants to be experimentally determined. Note 
that equations (8) and (9) are identical if C3 = Cs . This restriction on the 
material constants develops from the postulate that a strain energy func-
tion exists. This thermodynamic restriction thus reduces the number of 
constants in the Cauchy approach from six to five. 
In the numerical work, it is desirable to have a symmetric stress-
strain law since the subsequent computational effort is thereby reduced. 
As may be readily shown, the stress -strain laws derived by Green's 
method are automatically symmetric . For this reason Eq. (8) is selected 
>'c"'''" to model the granular material'.,... If one does not wish to admit the existence 
of a strain-energy function, then Cauchy's method must be utilized. In 
.... 
. ,.. A and A 1 are set equal to zero so that a zero strain state corresponds to a 
zgro stress state and a zero strain energy level. 
.,_.,,This does not imply that the granular material has a strain energy functio:>.1.. 
It only means that the modeling continuum (which behaves like the granular 
material under monotonically increasing loads) possesses a strain-energy function 
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the case of a second order law the desired symmetry is obtained from 
Eq. {9) by arbitrarily setting C3 = Cs . 
It will be demonstrated in -:? III. 4that Eq. (8) can qualitatively repro-
d ·uce the special characteristics of a granular material. 
Note that, if in Eq. {8) the second order terms are neglected 
{or equivalently B 2 = B3 = Bs = 0 ), a linear stress-strain relation is 
recovered. This motivates replacing B 1 and B4 with the more co:':lventional 
symbols 
A 
2 = 2!-i-
where A and J.L are the Lame' elastic constants of linear theory. They 
can be expressed in terms of Young's modulus E, and Poisson's ratio 1.1, 
as follows: 
1\. = 
VE 
{1 + 1.1)(1 - 21.1) 
"' = 
E 
2{1 + 1.1) 
The final form of the stress-strain law then becomes 
2. Incremental Stress-Strain Relations 
In preparation for the numerical develop:nent, an .'.ncremental 
stress-strain relation is developed from Eq . {10) in the following mann•~r. 
() 
Supp:;,se an initial strain state E .. exists with a corresponding stress lJ 
state T.
0 
.• If an additional strain increment ~c . . is enforced then the lJ lJ 
( 1 0) 
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corresp::mding stress state be c omes T' + .6.T o 
0 ij lJ From Eq. (10) it 
follows that 
T~o + .6. T .. 
lJ .lJ 
\ I r o E 
= A\ ..;: +.6. 
' rom rom 
) + Bz I E o + .6.E y \ rom rom 
B3 I c 0 
+ 2- \'-ron + .6. E )\ (E o + .6. E ') c .. ron ron ron 1 lJ 
+ ~- 2~+B3 l E 0 +.6.E 1l] l E~o +.6. E .. ) L. \ rom rom \ lJ lJ 
/ E" E ) /E 0 + A E 9 Jo : 
+ Bs \ i -G + .6. H I ' t j w. "' ( 11) 
Subtracting the str e ss-strain r e lation for the initial state from Eq. (11) 
leads to the result 
,. E B E E } 1 + B3 .6,C .6. .. + s .6. 0 , .6. •o J 
rom lJ l "- -i..J 
(12) 
Provided the strain increment is sufficiently small, the second order terms 
in the strain increme nts are negligible compared to the first order terms. 
Neglecting these reduces Eq. (12) to the de s ired linear incre mental 
stress-strain law 
(1 3 ) 
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where 
Note that when the initial stress state is zero, Eq. {14) reduces to 
its isotropic form 
A nonzero initial stress state however leads to an anisotropic material 
tensor;' a result which is usually referred to as 11 stress -induced 
anisotropy. 11 
Finally, it should b e pointed out that the initial stress state is 
usually nonhomogeneous. When this is the case, the initial stress state 
{ 14) 
induces no'!'Lh.omogeneo'.ls stress -strain relations in addition to the anisotropy. 
Subsequent numerical work in this study is concerned with the stress-
deformation analysis of b:::>dies in a state of plane strain. Accordingly, 
Eq. {13) is specialized for this particular deformational condition. A state 
o£ plane strain is defined to be 
E - E 'x ) E = E = 0, a13 - :-x13' y ' a.-3 ~ 3 a, 13, y = 1, 2. 
Then the strain increments ~nust satisfy the requirement that 
i)L = l, 2. 
Substituting into Eq. ( 13) and considering only the in-plane components 
of the stress tensor leads to the following relations: 
... 
···Except in the special case when ·~he initial stress state is hydrostati c . 
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( 15a) 
r o o -, 
+ l.<"-+2~) + (2Bz+B3) I1 + 2(Ba+Bs) Ezz J .6-Ezz + 
(15b) 
( 15c) 
0 0 0 
where 11 = E11 + E22 • 
Rewriting Eqs. (15) in matrix notation results in ~he following form 
for the incremental stress -strain laws for a state of plane strain. 
[.6-T} = [D][~E} (16) 
In Eq. ( 16 ) [.6-T} and [.6-E} denote the column vectors 
[.6-T} I .6.E 11 ~ [ .6. E } = .6. E zz Z.D. E12 
while the. material matrix [ D] is given by 
-15-
0 
0 
0 0 0 
[D] = 
0 
0 
Note that the material matrix [ D] exhibits the desired symmetry. 
3. Limitations of Second Order Law 
The second order approximation involves an extension beyond the 
linear law involving only second order terms. As will be shown in the 
next section, this is sufficient to at least ~alitativ~!:Y predict the essential 
features of the granular material behavior. The five material constants 
must be experimentally determined in order that the second order law 
best approximate a given material's behavior. 
Consider a stress state in which two of the principal strains, 
Ell, EIII, are held fixed while E1 is varied. Examination o£ Eq. (10) 
reveals that 
where TI is a principal stress and C
0
, C 1 , C 2 are constants depending 
(17) 
on the material coefficients and the principal strains Ell , E1II . As shown in 
Figure 1, Eq. (17) is a parabola with a vertical axis o£ symmetry. Whether 
it is concave up or down depends on the material constants. No matter 
how these constants are chosen the parabolic character of the stress-strain 
law cannot be altered as long as the second order approximation is retained. 
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It is quite clear that the second order stress-strain law will be a 
completely inaccurate model for certain stress states. For example, when 
the hydrostatic stress is zero, the real granular material cannot support 
any shearing stresses. In addition it is impossible in a cohesionless 
granular material to attain a state o£ hydrostatic tension. Since the second 
order approximation admits stress states in which the hydrostatic component 
is zero or positive (hydrostatic tension) the proposed stress-strain law is 
deficient in this respect. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the stress -strain law exhibits a peak 
d.1e to its quadratic nature. Depending on the material constants selected, 
the applicable range of the stress-strain law is generally prior to the 
extremum ( - E1 < -E). However, for analysis P'~rp::>ses, it is necessary 
to be able to predict when this extremum is reached. Examination of 
Figure 1 would seem to indicate that this is de::ermined :)y simply findi.ng 
the E
1 
where the slope o£ the tangent to the Tl - E
1 
curve vanishes. In 
practice, it is not as simple as this because in general a three - dimensional 
stress -state is of interest, not one -dimensional as indicated in Figure 1. 
Drucker 16 has prese:1ted a stability criterion for the plastic 
deformation of work-hardening materials. It is fo:1nd convenient to utilize 
this concept in determining the po~_nt of material instability for the seco:1d 
order law. Drucker 1 s stability postulate states that if a s:ress state T.. lJ 
(with corresponding strain state ~ .. ) is increased by a stress increment lJ 
L::::..T .. (with corresponding strain increment .6.E . . ) then stability requires that 
~ ~ 
L::::..T .. L::.E .. >O (18) 
lJ lJ 
16 . 
D. C . Drucker, ••variational Principles in the Mathematical Theory of 
Plasticity, 11 Proceed·i.ngs of Symposium in Applied Mathematics, Vol. 8, 
7-22, 1958. ---- ----------
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If ~T . . ~E . . = 0 the extremum point in a three-dimensional state 
lJ lJ 
equivalent to Figure 1 has been reached. 
The stability criterion can be expressed enti r ely in terms of the 
strain increment an-i material tensor by substituting from Eq. (1 3) in 
Eq. ( 18) to give the requirement 
For the case of plane strain this may be written in the following 
matrix form: 
where [~E} , [D] are defined as in Eq. (16), while [ T } denotes the 
transpose of the column vector. 
Equation (20) is a real quadratic form. To satisfy the inequality, 
17 
conditions on [D] are given by 
where D .. 
lJ 
D11 > 0, 
Du D12 
> 0, 
D12 Du 
are the components 
D 22 > 0, D 33 > 0 
Du D23 Du D1 3 
> 0, > 0. 
D23 D33 Dl3 Da3 
of the material matrix [ D ] . 
The components D .. are functions of the current strain-state. 
lJ 
Whenever one of the inequalities in Eq. (21) is violated, the material is 
no longer stable. In the subsequent numerical analysis continual checks 
must be made to as sure the point of material stability is not pas sed. 
17-------
w. L. Ferrar, Algebr~, Oxford, 1957, p. 135. 
( 19) 
(20) 
( 21) 
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The constitutive equation appearing in Eq. (10) is a deformation 
law which equates the total state of stress with the total state of strain. 
A deformation stress-strain law is not: as widely applicable as an incre-
12 
mental law . In the case of proportional loadi.ng the deformation law 
and incremental law are strictly equivalent. Since a stress -strain law is 
being employed here, we consider proportional straining rather than 
proportional loading. Proportional straining is defined to be a strain p:tth 
which produces strain states SGch that EI: Ell: EIII = a: f3: 1( a, f3 constants), 
where El' Ell, EIII are the principal strains. In addition the principal 
axes are not permitted to rotate. The further restriction has been made 
in t his work that the applied loads are monotonically increasing. 
4. Varieties of Tests and Material Constants 
Several experiments on a granular material are discussed in this 
section from the point of view of d e riving the material constants from them. 
In each case , stress-states predicted by the second order law are presented . 
The representations o£ thes e stress states for the different experiments 
serve two purpos es : 
(i) They illustrate how the se(;ond order law can at least 
qualitatively predict the essential nonlinear features of the 
behavior of the granular rnaterial. 
(ii) They serve as a basis, in conjunction with the experimental 
results, for measuring the material constants, B , as well 
m 
as assessing the accuracy o£ the proposed stress -strain law. 
Since a deformation law is being used the restriction of proportional 
straining should be adhered to at least in the determination of the constants. 
-19-
This implies that a zero state of stress must be taken as a reference state . 
In the case of granular materials, this is not possible since such a material 
cannot support any deviatoric stress in the absence of a state of hydro-
static compr ession . For this r eason, a r efe rence stress state of pure 
hydrostatic compression is taken as the initial state . In the experiments 
o n ::h e material any subsequent d eformations added to this initial state 
satisfy the requirements of proportional st raining. 
The total deformational state obtained in this way violates the 
proportional straining rule. It should b e pointed out, however, that the 
reference hydrostatic state is isotropic so that the orientation of the principal 
axes is not altered during the en:ire test. 
The mater.ial tests which will be used to o!:>tain the material pro-
perties have b:~en p e rformed on a unique test apparatus capable of 
independently applying three different principal st r esses . The details 
of th e test apparatus and re sults of typical tes ts have !:>een presented by 
5 Ko and Scott . It is seen from the developments presented above that the 
nature of the proposed stress -strain law requires strain-controlled tests 
for property d e termination. Although basically the test apparatus employed 
is a stress - controlled d evice, a slight modification of the test procedure 
enables certain pr esc ribed strain paths to be achieved. 
All of. the material data presented herein refers to an Ottawa sand 
(-20 +40 U.S. sieves ) at a void ratio of 0. 52. Tests at other void ratios 
will be r e quired to assess the d e pendence of the constants obtained on the 
density of the mate r.ial. 
In the tests to be describ e d in the following paragraphs, proportional 
straining is involved so that the various princ ipal strain increments oEu, 
o~u , e tc., can all be expressed in terms of a single strain, usually oE11 , 
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which, for the sake of brevity, is expressed as E . Consequently, in the 
figures which are used to describe the test results and theory, only the 
strain variable E is shown. This means that ')T 22 , say, in a particular 
test, is not shown plotted against 5E 22 , (which 1n some tests may be 
zero) but against the reference control strain E 
In additio-:1., during a test, the increments in the principal stresses 
and in the corresponding principal strains may increase or decrease 
compressively, so that, strictly, the stress-strain plots of, say, OT11 
versus oEu and OTzz versus oEzz should appear in different quadrants of 
the diagram. This is not done. Instead, all stress -strain data are shown 
to the right of the stress axis, so that convenient scaling dimensions can 
be employed. When e ach diagram is referred to the test it is describing, 
no confusion need arise. 
fu"drostatic Compression 
In this particular test the reference state is essentially stress free. 
Three equal principal strains are ap;:>lied to the soil sample such that 
- E 
0 
E .. = 0 
lJ i I= j 
From Eq. ( 12) the corresponding stress state is determined to be 
Tu = Tzz = T33 = -(3A. + 2J.L)E + (9Bz+ .2_2 B3 + Bs )E
2 
0 0 
T .. = 0 , lJ i I= j 
Equation {22) indicates the capability of. the stress -strain law to 
(22) 
demonstrate nonlinear behavior in hydrostatic compression. Depending on 
whether the sign of 9B 2 + ~ B3 + Bs is negative or positive the law predicts 
a stiffening or softening d e viation from a linear response. 
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In Figure 2, the results from the test are presented. The stiffening 
effect in volume is readily apparent, implying must be 
negative. 
Pure Shear Test 
For this test a p'.lre shear plane strain is superposed on a state o£ 
hydrostatic compression. The hydrostatic state is then taken to !Je 
C. = o i f. j lJ 
where E ~. denotes the reference state. lJ 
a state of p'.He s}J.ear so 
6E .. = 0 lJ i f. j 
The supe rposed state, oE.. is 
lJ 
Inserting the reference state and superp:::>sed state into Eq. (12) 
gives the following 
= -2JJ.E +(3B3 + 2Bs ) b ':: + (B3 + Bs) e 0 
5T22 
OT .. = 0 lJ I= J 
where 6T .. denotes the stress components due to the superp:::>sed shear 
lJ 
state. 
(23a} 
(23b) 
(23c) 
(23d) 
Equations (23a) and (2 3b) indicate the capability of the second order 
law to predict nonlinear material performance in shear. Depending on t he 
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sign of B3 + B5 the material stiffens or softens with increasing shear 
strain E • Also nol:e that Eqs. (23a ) and (2 3b ) predict that the magnitudes 
of 6T11 and 6T22 are different by the sign of the term (B 3 +B5 )E2 • 
Of equal importance is Eq. (23c ). Despite the fact the superposed 
strain state was volume-preserving ( oEu + oE 22 + oE 33 = 0) a normal stress 
6T33 is predicted. This demonstrates that the proposed second order 
approximation is capable of accounting for the real mater i.al shear-volume 
change interaction. 
In Figure 3 the results e>£ the experiment are presented for an 
initial hydrostatic strain state o£ b 
0 
-4 
= 7x l0 . Examination of the s ec ond 
terms in Eqs. (23a) and (23b) indicates that the predicted response depends 
upon the hydrostatic stress. This fact is in qualitative ag reement with the 
real material behavior. 
Again the reference state is taken as hydrostatic compression 
C. o Eo Eo b 
'- 11 = 22 = 3 3 = - 0 
F .. = 0 i#=j 
lJ 
The sup~rposed strain state has only one nonzero compo:>:1ent 
oE.. = o i #= j 
lJ 
The stress components measured from the reference state as determined 
from Eq. (12) are 
OTu = -(A+2~)E + (6B2+5B 3 +2B5 )b·:::> E + (B 2+ ~ Ba +Bs )e (243.) 
OT .. = 0 lJ 
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= - A.E + 2(3B2 + B 3 ) b E + (B2 + B 3 ) e 0 2 
i fo j 
The experimental results for this test are presented in Figure 4 
for the reference initial strain state b 
0 
Triaxial Shear Test 
-4 
=2.4 xl0 . 
This test is quite similar to the pure shear test. The initial state 
is again taken to be hydrostatic compression 
E"' Eo _ r:o 11 = 22 - '- 3 3 = -b 
~ 
e. = o i 1:- j lJ 
This time th ::>Ugh the superposed state is 
0E .. = 0 lJ i fo j 
The nonlinear expressions for the stress compo:':lents resulting from the 
superpC>sed strains, as determined by Eq. ( 12) , are given by 
= -2}J.E + (3B3 + 2Bs )b E + ( -43 B 3 + B 5 ) E2 0 
or .. = 0 lJ fo j 
The experimental results arising from this particular test are 
graphically given in Figure 5 for a reference state b 
0 
-4 
=5 .6 x l0. 
sb.ould be pointed out that although this test involves a differen': strain 
It 
state than the pure shear test, the essen t ial character of the test is the 
(24b) 
(24c) 
(25a) 
(25b) 
(Z5 c ) 
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same in that it is a state of pure shear strain superposed on a hydrostatic 
state . 
Determination of Material Constants 
It remains to so determine the five material constants that the 
second order law best approximate the real material under test . In each 
test the second order law predicts a p3.rabolic shape for each stress-
strain curve. Accordingly, a tangent or pe>ints (or both) may be matched for 
each curve . An alternative is not to match slopes and points b'..lt instead 
to attempt an evaluation of the material coefficients se> that some measure 
of the overall er r or is minimized. It is this latter approach that is adopted 
here . Since this represented the first attempt at a consistent nonlinear 
representation of soil behavior, a quantitative measure of the matching of 
the curves was not employed; instead, the constants were adjusted until a 
reasonable visual fit to the experimental curves was obtained. 
Three tests - hydrostatic compression, pure shear and one -
dimensional confined compression - were selected in order to determine 
the constants. I n this way the important effects of the stiffening behavior 
of the material under hydrostatic compression and the softening effect 
under increasing shear are represented. 
By a tria l and error procedure the constants were selected so 
that Eqs . (22 ), (23a) and (24a) best fit their corresponding experimental 
curves in Figures 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
Since, for many materials, the ratio A./IJ. is close to unit y , the 
two con s t ants A. and 1J. were taken to be equal, and of such value as to 
represent approximately the initial portion of the hydrostatic stress-strain 
curve . The effect of different ratios of A./IJ. was examined, and was not 
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found to be important. When A and IJ. had been selected, the other 
constants which give rise to the no':llinear behavior were chosen to give 
theoretical curved stress-strain plots following the experimental O':les 
as closely as possible. The resulting values are presented in Table 1. 
The other equations given above for these tests could have been used instead, 
and more investigation on the effect of selecting a particular stress - strain 
curve for fitting purposes has to be done. Examination of the three fitted 
TABLE 1. 
--- ----
A = 4.6 X 103 psi 
1-L = 4.6 X 10
3 psi 
Bz = -1. 2 X 10
6 psi 
B3 = -o.2 X 10
6 psi 
Bs = 1.2x 10
6 psi 
-----------------
curves on Figures 2, 3 and 4 reveals a reasonable approximation to the 
experimental data. In the case of the shear test the predicted curve has 
a peak at E = 0. 40% as anticipated in § III. 3. 
To determine the overall accuracy of the second ::>rder approximation, 
the other equations (23) through (25) are plotted in Figures 3 through 5 for 
the material constants of Table l. In Figure 3 the 6T22 curves are only 
matched for small values of E , the analytical and experimental curves 
have curvatures of op;>Osite signs and accordingly differ for larger strains. 
The experimental results indicate that OT3 3 is essentially zero; the 
predicted reslllt has the proper initial slope but then deviates considerably 
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from the horizontal. 
In Figure 4 the analytical and experimental results agree fairly 
well. This is not surprising though since the one -dimensional confined 
compression test is very similar to the hydrostatic compression test. 
Examination of Figure 5 indicates a marked difference between 
prediction and experiment. This fourth test was not used in the calculation 
of the constants. If it had the correlatiorJ. might be expected to be somewhat 
better. One reason for this discrepancy is possibly due to the fact that the 
reference hydrostatic states differ in the two tests and the second order 
law does not properly account: for the difference. The predicted response 
in Figure 5 is "stiffer" than the experimental response, a fact which 
correspo::1ds to the lower hydrostatic compression in the triaxial shear 
test. 
This points o'..lt that the material response depends heavily upon 
the r eference state of hydrostatic compression. To determine the degree 
of this dependence the same sh:~ar tests should be performed at different 
levels of initial hydrostatic stress. Although tests at different initial 
states have not: bee::1. performed to assess this feature, the second order law 
can at least qualitatively account for this as evidenced by the b -terms 1n 
0 
Eqs. (23), (24) and (25). 
A detailed examination of Figures 2 through 5 indicates that the second 
order law with the constants from Table 1 only approximates the real material 
for a limited range of strain states. In any stress analysis using this 
constitutive law, it cannot be expected that the predicted stress states 
will agree with their real counterparts for strain states exceeding this 
limited range. 
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IV. GENERAL SOLUTION METHOD 
The field equations ( 1 ), (2), and the constitutive law, Eq. ( 1 0), 
in conjunction with ':he b cmndary conditions, Eqs. (3), compr.i.se a complete 
statement of the nonlinear b-::>undary value problem. The analytical solutio:-:1 
to the set of partial differential equations is difficult to .::>"!Jtain except for 
extremely simple geometr .i.e s. 
Sternberg8 , Kauderer 9 and Evans and Pister 10 have considered 
problems in elastostatics involving material nonlinearity. The p erturba-
tion t echniques employed in the works of Kaud e rer and Evans-Pister 
depend up::>n the knowledge of the solution of the corresponding linea r 
problem. In addition, the convergence of the perturbation series is po::lr 
for large degrees of n ::mlinearity. 
It is the p•.upos e of this section to present an approxi.mate n'.l.merical 
solution technique that is applicable for a general two-dimensional geometry 
and large material no~linearity. The solution meth')d is b .3.sed upon a. p!.ece -
wise linearization o:£ the constitutive law by applying the loads in increments. 
Each p:-:-oble1n in the resulting sequence o£ linear problems is solved 
numerically by the finite element technique which is a numerical scheme 
based upon the minimization of a functional. This general solution method 
has been applied earlier by Swedlow and Yang 1 and Argyr.is 2 
The n ext subsection is concerned with the development of a varia-
tional principle for an initially stressed ·.::>::ldy. This is followed by an 
o'.ltline of the method o£ finite elements and 1:he process of in::: rementing the 
applied loads. Finally, an estimate of the errors is presented and a 
simple example completed. 
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An equivalent statement of the mathematical problem in nonlinear 
elastostatics ~ay be made in terms of the minimizai;ion of a fun·:::tional. 
Instead of dealing with a system of nonlinear partial differential equations 
an::l bo·.1ndary conditions, attention is turned to the integral formulation 
of the problem involving the potential energy of the body. 
As stated in 18 , the potential energy ;r of the body is given by 
iT = I w ( E .. )d v 1J 
v 
I F.u.dV 1 l 
v 
- IT .u. ds 
1 1 
S1 
(26) 
where V is the volume of the body and S 1 that part of the bounding surface 
on which the surface tractions are prescribed. The terms W, F., u. an::l 
1 1 
T. have been defined. in § II. 1, II. 2. The theorem of minimum potential 
1 
19 
energy states 
"among all the d sp~.acement fields ::>atisfying the geometric 
bo·.1ndary conditions, that displacement field which makes 
the potential energy an absolute minimum satisfies the 
equilibrium equations an::l traction boundary conditions. " 
In this way attention may be focused on the minimization o£ Eq. (26) as 
opposed to dealing with Eqs. (1), (2), (3 ) and (10) directly. 
The numerical scheme to be developed is required to deal only 
with increments o£ the applied loads. Accordingly, it is necessary to 
modify the principl e of minimum potential energy to permit determina-
tion of an incremental state sup~rposed upon a body with an existing 
stress state . 
18 Y. C. Fung, Foundations of Solid Mechanics, Prentice-Hall, 1965. 
19r. S. Sokolnikoff, Mathematical Theory of Elasticity, McGraw -Hill, 
1956. 
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Consider a b ·:>dy subjected to an equilibrium set of bo::ly forces F.0 
1 
0 
and surface tractions T.. The corresp:>nding initial state is denoted by 
1 
0 Eo o o o r .. , .. , u. , TT , w . 
lJ 1J 1 
Since all of the field equations, constitutive law, 
an::l boundary conditions are satisfied 
(27) 
where the operator ·5( den.o':es the variation with respect to all admissible 
displacement fields. 
An incremental state, due to .6-F., .6-T . and .6-U. (on the boundary), 
1 1 1 
is superposed on the initial state. The potential energy then becomes 
I 0 0 - (F. + .6-F. )(u. + .6-u. )dV 1 1 1 1 
v 
I 0 0 - (T. + .6-T. )(u . + .6-u. )ds 1 1 1 1 (27) 
St 
It is desired to determine the variational principle that governs the 
induced incremental state .6-r .. , 6-t:: .. , 6-u. 
1J lJ 1 
Expanding Eq. (27) yields 
I a i o o 1 o o r raw TT = w (c . . )d v - I F. u. d v - J T . u. d s + .J [ ·~ 1J ... 1 l 1 1 \ .. 
v v St v 1J 
I 0 0 - (F . .6-u. + 6-F. u. + .6-F . .6-u.) dV 1 1 1 1 1 1 
v 
I 0 0 - (T . .6-u. + .6-T. u. 1 1 1 l 
v 
+ .6-T . .6-u.)ds 
1 1 
82W 
.6-E. · + aE aE 
Eo 1J ij k {. 
ij 
0 
The first three integrals in Eq. (28) are simply TT • The Taylor series 
expansion in the fourth integral may be truncated after the second term 
(28) 
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provided the magnitude of the strain increment is sufficiently small. 
Upon noting that 
aw 
aE 
ij 
0 
= T . . 
1J 
we find that Eq. {28) r e duces to 
£).T .. 
1J 
- o I / o £). r ij l E r ( o a ) 
iT - iT + T .. + 2 1 £). .. dV - j \F .£).u. + £).F. u . + £).F .£).u. \ 1J 1J • 1 1 1 1 1 1. 
v v 
I 0 0 - (T . £).u . + £).T.u. + £).T .£).u . )ds 1 1 1 1 1 1 
From the principle of virtual displac ements 
I o E T .. £). .. dV 1J 1J r o ; F. £).u .dV u 1 1 I' J T ~ £).u . ds = 0 1 1 
s v S1 
so the p:::>tential energy r e duces to 
I -21 £).T .. £). E .. dV lJ 1J 
v 
- I £).Fi(u: + .6ui)dV 
v 
-I £).T i (u; + £).u:_)ds 
S1 
dV 
The final d esired result is obtained by s ubstituting from Eq. (1 3 ) 
for b.T .. and varying iT with respect to all admissible inc remental 
lJ 
displacement fields':' b.u. 
1 
... 
Thus, 
. ,.Note that iT 0 , b.Tiut, and £).Fiu; are not depe ndent on b.ui. 
{29) 
(3 0) 
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0TT = 6 { J (-} Dijkt L:::.Eij ~E::kt - ~Fi~uJ dV 
v 
-l ~T. ~u.ds..,J1 
' 1 1 
= 0 
s1 
where 6( ) now denotes the variational operator with respect to ~u .. 
l 
2. Finite Element Method 
With the appropriate variational principle now established, it is 
the purpose of this section to outline the development of the numerical 
solution scheme for the determinai:ion of the incremental displacement 
field ~u.. The finite element method is based upon a discretization of 
1 
the displacement field and then minimization of Eq. (31) to determine the 
unknown co:..nponents of the displacements . 
Consideration is only given to problems involving a state of plane 
strain. To facilitate the no~ation the index subscripts are abandoned in 
favor of two-dimensional x, y coordinates. Accordingly, 
~ul, ~U.z .... ~u, ~v 
~Eu, ~ E:.zz, ~E:lZ .6- E 
' 
~E 
' 
~E 
XX YY xy 
~Tu, ~Tzz, ~TlZ -+ ~T 
' 
~T 
' 
~T 
XX YY xy 
Xt, Xz x , y 
~Fl, ~Fz .... ~F 
' 
~F X y 
~T1, ~Tz .6T x' ~T y 
To discretize the displacement field the two-dimensional region A 
is subdivided into M triangular elements'!< interconnected along element 
... 
··'other approaches and element shapes are possible. The method as 
outlined here is in its simplest form. 
(3 1) 
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interfaces and nodal points as sho-.vn in Figure 6. The displacement 
co1npone nts at the nodal points serve as the generalized coordi.nates of the 
d l screte system. A typical triangle shown in Figure 7 has coordinates 
xi' yi' xj , yj' xk' yk at the i, j, k nodes thus completely describing the 
shape, size and location of the triangular element . 
The incremental d ·i.splacement field i.n ~he mth triangle is taken to 
have the linear form 
·m 6u~ (x, y) = 
m 6v (x, y) = 
(32a) 
( 3 Zo) 
where c through dt are constants to b e determined. Due to the assumed 
0 
linearity of the field, compatibility between elements is 3.ssured provided 
adjacent elements have the same disp:t.acements at common nodes. This 
motivates determining the constants so that 6u, 6v evaluated at the nodes 
are equal to the nodal 
6u:n(x., y . ) 
1 1 
·m 6u- (x.,y.) 
J J 
disp~.acements, i . e . 
= 
= 
6u. 
1 
6u. 
J 
= L\u, 
K 
m 
y i) 6v (x., l 
m 6v (x. , y.) 
J J 
= 6v. 1 
= 6v. J 
= ~v, 
.K 
where>:< .6.ul.' .6.vi ar e the in c r e m e nt a l d isplacem e nt compone nt s in t h e 
::1 d . t • . 1 h .th x- an• y- 1rec 1ons, re sp~ ct1ve y at t e 1 node. 
>!<Note that 6ui now has different m e aning than .6.u. = 6u11 6uz, 6u3 
(incremental displac ements in the coordinate dire~tions) used in earlier 
sections. 
(33a) 
(3 3b) 
(33 c ) 
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Evaluatin6 the constants c through dl inthiswayfromEqs . (33) 
0 
and substituting v from Eq. (32) into Eq. (l) yields the matrix equation 
D. E 
X>C 
2D.E 
xy 
m 
h th . d h h th . l . . l d w ere e superscnpt e notes t at t em tr1ang e 1s 1nvo ve . 
(34) 
In Eq. (34), [D.Efn is the column strain vector as defined in E '1 . (16), 
while [D.u )m den:::>tes 
[ ·m b.u) = 
b.u. 
1 
D.v. 
1 
D.u. 
J 
D.v. 
J 
D.uk 
D.v, 
.K 
which is the colu:'Tin vector of all the nodal displacements of the mth tri-
angular element. In .:::tddition [ A ]m is the matrix 
(yj-yk ) 0 - (yi -yk) 0 (y. -y.) 
1 J 
[ A]m= 0 -(x . -x ) J k 0 (xi-~) 0 
-(xj - xk) (yj-yk) (xi -xk) -(yi-yk) -(x.-x.) 
t J 
while :n a is simply the area of the mth triangle 
am - 21 r (x. -x. )(yk-y.) - (xk -x. )( y. -y.) l 
. J 1 1 1 J 1 .! 
0 
-(x.-x.) 
1 J 
(y.-y . ) 
1 J 
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Note that the strain state, Ec1 • {34), is constant throughout the 
element but of course varies from element to element. The displacement 
field is continuo'.ls througho'.lt the region A of Figure 6 and is completely 
characterized by the discrete number of nodal displacements. Determination 
of the nodal disp1_acements immediately fixes the strain field and accordingly 
the stress field since, from Eqs. (16) and (3-4) 
~T 
XX: 
~T yy 
~T 
xy 
m 
= [~T}m = [ D ]m[~E}m = lm [D]m [A]m(~u}m 
2a 
The nodal displacements are determined from the variational 
prlncip!e developed in the preceding section. Substituting the results o£ 
d i scretizing the system into Eq. (31) yield::; 
M 
o{!) 2 ..J 
m=l 
T M JI [~T}m [~E:}m dA- \ II (l~F x~um + ~F y~vm)dA 
A A m=l 
N 
-} J (~T x~um + ~T y'::~vm)ds } = 0 
S1 
where the area integration is completed over each element separately 
and M denotes the total number of elements . The surface integral is 
(35) 
(36) 
only carried out on those boundaries on whic h e x t ernal tra ctions ar e a cting; 
N denotes the number of elements bordering on the boundary 5 1 • Again 
( } T is the transpose of the column vector. 
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Completing the first area integration and substituting from Eq. (34) 
and (35) produces 
M 
o {i Z 
m=l 
(_l 
' a m 
M N 
- ~ JJ (b.Fxb.um + b.Fy6.vm)dA- 2_, J (b.Txb.um+b.Tyb.vm)ds} =0 
m=l A S1 . 
(37) 
The minimization of Eq. (37) is performed with respect to the unknown 
nodal displacements. The standard procedure in maxima-minima problems 
in ':he calculus of several variables requires that 
8( ) = 0 
86.u. 
1 
a ( ) 
86.v--
i 
= 0 
for all nodal displacements. Completion of the d ~tails leads to the matrix 
equation 
K Zn, l K Zn, 2 
K l, Zn 
K Zn,Zn 
b.u l b.Bl 
6.vl b.Bz 
b.uz = 
b.u 
n 
!:::,.v 
n 
where n is the total number of nodal points. 
The stiffness matrix [K .. J arises from the fir st sum in Eq. (37) lJ 
while the n onho:noge neo'.ls t e rms [ b.B.} are due to the incremental b ody 1 
(38) 
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forces and surface tractions. It is important to note that [ K .. ] is 
lJ 
symmetric, a fact which follows from the symmetr >' of the material 
matrix [ D l , Eq. (16). 
Equations (38) are solved for the nodal displacements. Invariably 
this requires use of a high-speed digital computer. Substitu·:: ion of the 
nodal displacements into Eqs. (34) and (35) determines the element stresses 
and strains thereby completing the solution of the incremental problem. 
It should be pointed out that the material matrix [ D ] depends on the 
cu.rrent strain state. Since, in general, the strain state varies from point 
to p<Jint in the b:::>dy the material matrix is ··Eff e rent for each e lement. In 
addition, of course, the strain state induces anisotropy in the material. 
For these reasons the stiffness matrix represents a n:::>nhomogeneous, 
anisotropic material for each increment. 
3 . Incremental Deformation3 
The incremental approach reduces the total nonlinear problem to 3. 
series of successive linear problems . This i.s achieved by subdividing the 
inputs (b:::>dy forc es, pres c ribed surface tractions and displacements) into 
small succe3sive increments. Each inp'~t increment is considered to be 
sufficien':ly s::nall so i;he resulting incremental stresses and deformations 
are related by a linear constitutive law (see § Ill . 2). This constitutive law 
is constant during the increment, d e pendi.ng o::1.ly upon the strain state 
prior to the increment. 
To illustrate how the s0lution proceeds thro:~gh successive increments, 
Eqs. (38) are rewritt e n 
[ K ] { ..6.u} = { ..6.B } 
n n n 
(39) 
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h h b . ::< d th w ere t e su scr1pi: n enotes the n incremental step. 
(i) First Increment 
The initial strain-state of the body, and thus the element 
t . s .. ra1ns, [ E} m' must be known. This enables the d·~termination of the 
0 
material matrix [ D ] m from Eq. (16) and chen the stiffness matrix [ K ] 1 
The loading vector [ D.B L is evaluated from the first increments of 
inp;~ts (body forces, surface tractions or displacements ). It is assumed that 
[ D.B } 1 is sufficiently s:nall so that [ D J m (and thus [ K ] 1 ) are cons·tant 
during the incremental deformation. It follows from Eq. (39 ), then, that 
{40) 
Solving Eqs. (40) for [D.u }1 permits the calculation of the incremental 
strain and stress state [ D.E} ~, [ D.T } 1m for each element fro~n Eqs. (34) 
and {35 ). 
(ii ) Second Inc rement 
The stress and strain inc rements from the first increment are 
a·:i:ied to the initial state of the body. This provides the initial known state 
for the second increment. Since the inc remental strains [D. E hm most 
likely vary throughout the b o d y , the material prope rties are n ow non-
homogeneous and anisotropic (even if the initial state was homogeneous and 
hydrostatic). 
The material matrix for the second increment is determined by 
s-..1bstituting the [E}m + [D. E };n in::o E q. (1 6 ), thereby enabling the 
0 
evaluation of [ K ] 2 from Eq. (37) . Again it is ass umed th•"'! second 
----------
::cAt th e risk of some confusion, the subscr};t n on a matrix, [ }n, denotes 
the in -: r ement while a sup-e rscript m, [ } den.o'.:es the element. In the 
particular case of [ D.u }n which has no super script, the vector consists 
of all the nodal displacements of all e l ements dur ing the nth increment . 
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incremental inputs [ .6.B }2 are sufficiently small so that [ K ] 2 is 
essentially constant during the increment. Then we have 
( 41) 
Equation (41) is solved for [.6.u }z which then determines the incremental 
stresses and strains in the elements, L:::~,. E } 2m, [.6.T },:n The total dis-
placements, stresses and strains [u}m, [E}m, [r}m are determined 
by adding all the increments to the initial state: 
[u}m = [u}m + 0 [.6.uLm + [ .6.u }~ (42a) 
[E }m = [ E}m + [.6.Ehm + [.6.c}z (42b) 0 
[ T}m = [r} + [ .6.T }1m + [.6.T Jzm (42c) 0 
(iii) Successively higher increments 
The third and higher increments proceed as in the case of the 
second increment. The successive incremental stresses and deformatio~s are 
added to all the prior increments to obtain the current stress and. deformatio~ 
s~ate . 
4. Estimate of Errors 
The use of the method of finite elements and incremental deformatio~a 
entails certain approximations . Accordingly the n~m e rical so~ution of the 
mathematical. pro"!:>lem differs from the exact analytical solution~' . It is the 
p'-lrp::>se of this s e ction to ind.i.catc br.i. e fly the S ::>'.J.rces of errors and to show 
how estimates of their magnitudes may be obtained. 
··-
.,,In addition it must be recalled that the exact solution of the mathematical 
problem would d :,ffer from the performance of the real material because 
o: the approximatio~s in the mathernatical model. 
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(i) Errors d.1e to the finite element method 
Approximations made in the finite element method involved 
discretizing the d tsplac ement field and assuming a linear displacement field 
in each element. The nodal displacements are then evaluated by satisfying 
e quilibrium conditions in an average sense through the use o£ a variational 
principle . 
The accuracy of the methJd d e pends heavily on the selection of number, 
size and location of the elements. For two-dLmensional problems in :inear 
elasticity, the convergence obtained by increasing the number of elements 
has been demonstrated numerically by Clough3 and McCormick 4 . Assess-
ment of the errors incurred by the finite element method can only be made 
in·~u?.tively. Numerical S·:> lution of problems which have known analytical 
solutions and subsequent co:npar.ison J~ res~lts gives a better background 
for s:.1ch an intuitive ass e ssment. 
(ii) Errors due t2_lin~arization of the incr~p~~,!t]_stress-strain 
relations 
In deriving the linear incremental stress-strain relations, 
Eq. (13), the second order t e rms in the strain increments were n eglecte d 
in Eq. (12). In partic ular this implies, for example, that 
or in gen e r a l that 
IB 6.E . . I 
m 1J < < 1 (43) 
A 
an:i where I I denotes the absolute :cnagnitud.·~. From Eq. (43) it is c lear 
that the increment siz~ d e p e nds o:':l the magnitude of the material constants. 
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Omitting the second order terms is equivalent; to cho:::>sing a modulus 
K A which is tangent to the stress -strain curve at the beginning of the 
inc rement (s ee Figure 8). The tangent modulus either oversho:::>ts or 
undershoots the exact res·.1lt in each inc rement. After a number of suc-
cessive increments the accumulated error may cause a significant dep:1.rture 
from the exact solution. 
One o:,·;-io'.lS way of reducing the error is to reduce the size of 
increment. In the next section a simple example is presented to demonstrate 
this p<Jint and at the same time indicate a suitable increment size. 
The number of sequential problems that must be solved is inversely 
proportional to the size o£ increment. For this reason it is desirable to 
have a technique for improving accuracy which do e s not significantly increase 
the co:..nputational time. One such possibility is an iteratio!l process, which 
:.nay proceed in the following way . 
The incremental problem is first solved with an initial tangent modulus 
KA as b .efore. Based on this solution, a close estimate of the average 
strain state may be ol:>tained. The mod•.1lus KB determined from the average 
strain state may be used to solve the in ~ remental problem once again. As 
seen in Figure 8, the modulus KB is a c lose approximation to the secant 
modulus in the increment. This iterative approach only doubles the n.1mber 
of linear problems to l:>e solved and it might be expected to lead to a more 
accurate result than could be achieved by simply dividi.ng the increment size 
oy two. 
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(iii) Errors due to material instabjlity 
As pointed o~.1t in § III. 3, the second order model. exhibits a 
material instability. Ordinarily, the second order law is noi; used up to 
strains high e.<1.ough so that this instability is reached. However, in many 
pro!:>lems in deformation analysis, localized high stress or strain gradients 
are induced such that Slnall portions of the material experience large strains 
while the major portion of the material. is subjected to strain stat es at a 
relatively low level. An example of such a problem is a loaded rigid footing 
resting on a sand fo"'.lndation. 
In ap?lying the finite element -incremental deformation solution method 
it is expected that, if a small p-ercentage of the elements ai;tain the point of 
material instability, the o ·.re rall S::)lution will not b e seriously affected . 
Consequently, as the incremental solution process used here proceeds, all 
of the elements are continually c hecked by Eq. (21) to determine if the 
material is stable. Should any of these inequalities be violated, the material 
matrix [ D ] from the previous increment (when the material was stable) is 
used to represent the behavior of that element for any subs -equent deformation. 
In this way the possibility of numerical instability is avoided. 
Once the numerical S·:::> lution is completed, the number of elements that 
have surpassed the stability p:::>int and the stage when each reached this 
p:::>int is known. Based on this information, the overall applicability of the 
solution can be assessed. In ~he event elements are only affecled in a 
loc aliz e d region, St. Venant 1 s principle would implythat the errors induced 
in the entire problem are restricted to the immed ... ate vicinity of thes e 
e l ements. 
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To d=velop intuition as to the necessary size of the increments, a 
simple exampl e is considered. This example is the same as the p 1.ane 
strain pure shear test outlined in§ III. 4. A hydrostatic compressive 
state b = ?xl0-4 is first enforced. 
0 
6E11 = E 
6E22 = E 
6E33 = 0 
5E .. 
lJ 
= 0 
A state of pure shear strain 
i /; J 
is then superposed. The resulting exact relation between OT11 and E is 
give:::1 by Eq. (23a). This relation is plotted in Figure 9 for the values of 
the material constants appearing in Table 1 and for the strain range 
0 5 E 5 40xl 0-4 . The exact curve shown in Figure 9 is the same as the 
theoretical curve of 6111 given in Figure 3. 
In addition the results predicted from Eq. (13) for successive linear 
increments are plotted in Figure 9 for increments of 2, 4, 8 and 32. 
The calculations were carried out by hand. Comparison of the exact and 
approximate curves indicates satisfactory agreement only for the largest 
number of increments. The iteration procedure would have bee:::1 recorded 
as well. It turns out, however, that due to ~he nature of the equations 
for this exampl e, the first iteration gives the exact result. 
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V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
A computer program has been developed utilizing the solution method 
outlined in§ IV . 2 and IV. 3. To illustrate its application to the stress 
analysis o£ granular materials, a numerical example is presented in this 
section. 
1. Plane Strain Version of the Conventional Triaxial Test 
A plane strain specimen o£ rectangular cross section (4a by 2a) is 
loade d by rigid platens as shown in Figure 1 0 . The platen-soil interface 
is assumed to remain continuous throughout the test. The soil material is 
represented by a second order stress -strain relation wit h ::nate rial constants 
as give!1 in Table I. 
The specimen is first subjected to a uniform hyd:~>ostatic strain state 
E = E = -7xl0 
-4 
XX yy 
E = E = E = E = 0 xy xz yz zz 
Normal forces, P, are then applied to the rigid platens causing overall 
compression in the material. It is the p'.Hpose of the a~alysis to determine 
the load-platen displacement rela':io!1 as well as the stress field within the 
specimen. 
Due to the symmetry of the problem, it is only necessary to consider 
one quadrant of the specimen. This quadrant is subdivided into 282 elements 
with 170 nodal points as shown in Figure 10. In anticipation of the character 
of the stress field the element size is reduced a: the p~.aten-soil interface 
and corner of the specimen. 
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Instead of dividing the load P into increments the platen deflection 
v{x, 2a) is incremented. After determining the stress field for each 
increment of platen displacement, the corresponding inc remental load 
.6P is readily determined from statics . The platen displacement in-::re-
ment is take::1. to be .6v{x, 2a) -3 = -10 a which corresponds to an average 
compressive strain in the specimen of -4 -5x 10 . This increment size was 
selected after a careful study of a related but simpler problem . Its 
adequacy was further checked by further dividing the increment in two and 
comparing results for a limited portion of the load~ng path . 
For numerical purposes it was found convenient to change the material 
stability criterio:':l slightly. In this problem Eqs. {21) were replaced by 
Du > 100 D22 > 100 D33 > 100 
2 2 
D11D22- D 12 >100, D 22D.33- D23 > lO::J {44) 
This altered form is used to ensure ~erical stability. In the form given, 
Eqs . {44 ) are not properly normalized . Dividing both sides o£ the inequality 
by A. gives, for example 
fu > A. 
100 
-x-
1 
= 46 > 0 
From this normalized form it is clear that Eqs. {44) closely approximate 
the inequalities given by Eqs. {21). 
The problem was numerically solved for eighteen successive incre-
·'· ..  
ments At the end of the last increment a plate n displacement of 
-·· 
.,.The running time on an IBM 7094 was 30 seconds p e r increment for 
a total of nine minutes. 
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v(x, 2a) = -0. 018a (0. 9% average vertical strain) had been achieved and 
all of the elements had exceeded the modified material stability criterion, 
Eqs. (44). The resulting load-platen displacement curve is presented in 
Figure 11. It should be noted that the terminal slope of the load -deflection 
curve is slightly greater than zero, because of the use of the modified 
stability criterion. The same prol.llem was s:)lved again with incre1nents 
of half the previous size (i.e. -0. 5xl0-3 a) up to v(x, 2a) = -0. 012a, in a 
study of in :: rement size. The load -platen d :. splacement curve was in-
distinguishable from that of Figure 11. 
It will be noticed that, on Figure 11, the maximum value of axial load 
is very nearly reached at an axial strain of 0. 7 5o/o. Since this example is a 
plane strain equivalent of the conven~ional soil triaxial test, and since it 
uses material properties derived from the behavior of a real soil in a 
testing apparatus, it might be e xpected that a more realistic strain 
(several percent) migh'.: have been realized from the computatio!ls . That 
this is no': the case arises from the nature of the material stability 
criterion which had to be imposed because of the parabolic stress-strain 
law used. It is seen in Figures 3 and 5 that the theoretical principal 
stress- strain curve reaches a peak at a relatively small value of strain, 
whereas the exp·::rimental curve s~ow s no peak in either test. This means 
that the numerical solution under discussi.o~ artificially limits the stress 
attainable in any element {thro'..lgh the stability criterion) to a value lower 
than the real soil may reach. Thus the effect of the cumulative stresses 
in elements -the axi.al load- is also truncated. 
In practical problems, such as the computation of stresses and strains 
in the soil under a founda':ion, it should be pointed out that in a majority of 
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cases, the mass of the se>il will b e s;.Ibje<::ted to small strains in the range 
studied in the prese:1t exanple. If the behavior at larg e r strains is to 
b e examined, the material constants may well b e :::hosen so that the peak 
of the theoretical stress-strain c urve occurs in a more realistic positio':l 
with respect to the se>il~ behavior, even though the small strain 
representation may thereby be worsened. More study of this p::>int has to 
be made . 
In Figure 12 the element distribution in the specimen corner is pre-
sented and the elements in the shaded regio:':l are numb e red. This numberinJ 
corresponds to the order in which they exceeded the stability criterion':' . 
The P·'J).nts at which the stability criterio':l was exceeded for various e lements 
are also indicated in Figure 11. 
At a platen displacement of v(x, 2a) = -0. Ol5a only fourteen elements 
::tad S'.lrpassed the stability point. These fourteen e lements are indicated 
in Figure 12 by shading. It is seen that only a small percentage of the 
specimen :1as violated the stability criterion. Accordingly, it is expected 
that the solution is satisfactory up to this p::>int. Any subsequent loading 
of the platens causes extensive violation o£ the stability postulate thereby 
inducing s}.gnificant errors in the result as dis c ussed in § IV. 4. While 
the numerical solution is satisfactory up to v (x, 2a) = -0. 015a, the results 
s::ill have to b e assessed in light o£ the accuracy of the mathematical model. 
For this particular material the secon:i order constitutive law only ap-
proximates t h e real rnat e rial for a limited strain range. However, the 
··-
···Note that once an element exceeds the material stability point the 
material properties from the previous inc r ement are used for all 
succeeding calculations, for that element. 
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numerical results were co:npleted for a larger strain range to illustrate 
the severe nonlinearity that can b e successfully predicted by the solution 
technique . 
A linear finite element solution of the same problem was also solved 
for comparison purposes. It should be observed that this solution is not 
o'btained by using simply the A and J.L values of the nonlinear matenal 
solution, since the problem studied commences at a given hydrostatic 
strain. 
In Figure 13 the normalized normal interface stress is p~otted and 
compared with the linear elastic result for the same axial strain, 0. 7 5o/o. 
The two results do not differ markedly and bo:h exhibit the high stress 
gradient in the vicinity of the specimen co:-:-aer . 
Figure 14 presents the interface shearing stress also for v{x, Za)= -0 . 015a 
at the same load P . The so:utio~ for a linear material is included for com-
o 
parison. In boi;h figures the stresses for the nonlinear material are slightly 
higher than their elastic CO' .. mterparts in the central region of the specimen. 
Close to the corner, however, the elastic results exceed the predicted 
stresses for the nonlinear material as would be expected. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
From § III it is clear that the second order constitutive law can quali-
tatively predict some of the essential features o.f granular materials. As 
seen though from Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, the accuracy is noi; good and range 
o£ applicability somewhat limited. 
Several alternatives present themselves . The simplest extension 
involves the use of a higher -order polynomial in the stress-strain relations. 
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A third- or fourth-order constitutive law requires more work to evaluate 
the unknown material constants, but might lead to a significant improve1nent 
in the range of applicability. 
It is not necessary to deal with polynomial expansions of the "strain 
energy density function. 11 The pseudo-strain energy could be approximated 
by a variety of suitable functions. The s e lection of such functions might 
proceed on a trial and error basis, or stem from a detailed analysis of 
the particle mechanics of granular materials. In either case, should a proper 
function be d e termined, ~he material characterization i.s completed with only 
a minimum of curve fitting. 
One of the chief difficulties encountered in the study outlined herein 
is the mater ia1 instability in the second order stress -strain law. A pos-
sible way of circumventing this problem is to develop a second order strain-
stress relation. In a manner similar to that leadi.ng to Eq. (6), it may be 
d e termined that 
E ij = '/J o 0 ij + '/Jl T ij + '/Jz Tit T t j (45) 
where 
and 
Jl = T .. 11 
J z = 1 2 ri/ji 
J3 1 = 3 Ti t T t j T .. Jl 
Proceeding as before, a s econd order strain-stress law is readily 
developed. The analog of Eq. { 17) then becomes 
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= 
where c'' c~. c{ are functions of the material constants and principal 
0 
stresses Til, Till . The one-dimensio:':'lal curve represented by Eq . (46) 
is a parabola as before, but now it has a horizontal axis of symmetry. 
This means the material instability is now in a different quadrant and 
therefore Eq. (45) can better represent the character of a granular 
material. It s!-lo'.lld be p:>inted out that the plane strain formulation of 
the finite element procedure for a s!rain-stress relation is a little more 
difficult than that outlined in §IV. 2. 
No matter how the deformatio:':'l law is determined, it still su.ffers 
from a number of inherent disadvantages . The only way to obtain a 
constitutive law universally applicable to all strain-paths is to abandon 
the deformation law altogether and develop an appropriate in -:: remental 
stress- strain law of plasticity. 
Development of su :::h a constitutive law requires an extension of 
current incremental plasticity laws to account for kinematic strain 
hardening, dependence on the hydrostatic state, nonlinear elastic hydro-
static stress -volume change as well as shear-di latancy interaction. The 
(46) 
experimental work that must necessarily parallel these analytical impro-.re-
ments is a formidable task. 
It was the purpose o£ this study to consider first a deformation law 
as only a first approximation to the real material behavior. The numerical 
solution method develope d was based on the incremental stress-strain 
law derived from the deformation law. Naturally, this same solution 
method i s equally applicable to an incremental law based on the foundations 
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of incremental plasticity. 
Finally,it should be pointed out that the results o"!:>tained in this study 
were a result of a unified effort by several people with different interests . 
The research required a blending of portions o£ several discip~.ines -
soil mechanics, numerical analysis, material experimentation and applied 
mechanics. The aut hors feel that such a simultaneous joint effort proceeded 
considerably more efficiently a::1.d successfully than independent investiga-
tions would have done. 
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Figure 12. Order in which corner elements 
reach stability criterion. 
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